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Introduction
The advent of new magneto-electro-elastic crystals (MEE) has enlarged the application fields of wave propagation in periodic media. Magneto-electro-elastic MEE crystals are one class of new composites that consist of piezoelectric and piezomagnetic phases. The magnetoelectric effect of piezoelectric-piezomagnetic composites was first reported in [1] . In the MEE crystal magnetoelectric effect is a coupled two field effect, in which the application of either a magnetic field or an electrical field induces an electrical polarization as well as a magnetization [1] [2] [3] [4] . Investigations related to surface and bulk wave propagation in homogeneous , , multilayered structures made of MEE materials are presented in [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] , where the quasi-static approximation of Maxwell equations was used [12] . The dispersion relations of SH waves in a heteroestructure with magneto-electro-elastic properties of 6mm symmetry is studied in [5 ] . The propagation of Bleustein-Gulyaev surface wave is studied in [6] for transversely isotropic functionally graded MEE half-space. An analytical approach was used to investigate Love wave propagation in a layered MEE structure [7] , where a solution of dispersion relations was obtained for magnetoelectrically open and short boundary conditions. In [8] the Rayleigh waves are investigated in MEE half plane. In [9] it is shown that shear surface waves with twelve different velocities in cases of different magnetoelectrical boundary conditions can be guided by the interface of two identical MEE half-spaces. The existence of shear surface wave travelling along the interface of two half spaces of different MEE materials is studied in [10] . The localized shear wave propagation is studied in [11] for MEE layer with quadratic and inverse quadratic inhomogeneity profiles of material parameters varying continuously along the layer thickness direction. A review of the most widely-used methods and approaches defining the Floquet waves in periodic multilayered structures are given in [12] [13] . Dispersive behavior and band structure of SH waves in piezoelectric-piezomagnetic periodically layered structure are investigated in [14] .Within the full system of Maxwell's equations the effects of three kinds of imperfect contact transmission conditions on Floquet wave band gap structure are discussed in [15 ] for piezoelectric periodic structure. The main goal of this work is related to the study of the behavior of shear Floquet waves in a magneto-electro-elastic homogeneous solid with periodically arranged 1D structure of imperfect interfaces structure . The following kinds of contacts are considered: electrically shorted, electromagnetically closed, sliding mechanical (lubricated) contacts. For all three kinds of contacts dispersion relations are derived. Typical numerical analyses of dispersion equations are presented and discussed for MEE solid made from 3 2 4 BaTiO -CoFe O .
This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we present the basic equations and relations for MEE solid. In Section 3 we derive the dispersion relations . While numerical analysis and discussion are given in Section 4, conclusions are drawn in Section 5.
Governing equations and constitutive relations of MEE solid
For a transversely isotropic piezo active magneto-electro-elastic (MEE) solid, polarized 
Here ij  are components of the stress tensor, 
u are components of elastic displacement vector, the indices preceded by a comma denote space-coordinate differentiation.
The interconnected elastic and electro-magnetic excitations in a MEE solid will be considered on the base of quasi-static approximation of Maxwell electrodynamics equations and linear equations of motion [16 ] 0, 0, 0, 0
, ,
In the case of a two dimensional problem (when 3 0 x    ) equations and relations separate into plane and anti-plane problems, analogous to the case of pure piezoelectric 6mm symmetry crystal discussed in [17] . The anti-plane problem is described by the following equations and relations
; ;
where     , , , x y x y   are potential functions.
Taking into account (4 ) we can write relations (1 ) in the form
Here the following notations are used
Defining the new auxiliary potentials [5, 15 ] ;
and expressing potentials ,
we come to separate equations with respect to functions , , u F S . ; ; 
Bloch-Floquet quasi-periodicity conditions, dispersion equations
We consider the plane Bloch -Floquet wave propagation along arbitrary direction in   
Here, where the coefficients j A are unknown amplitudes of the waves,
, q a p     is the angular frequency, p is the wave number in y direction, i is the imaginary unit.
We consider several types of partial imperfect contact transmission conditions at the interfaces within the periodically repeated unit cell of d width (period): electrically shorted, electromagnetically closed, sliding mechanical (lubricated) contacts. Note that electrically shorted conditions can be realized using a perfectly conducting film of negligible thickness; electromagnetically closed conditions can be realized using a perfectly conducting film of negligible thickness at the interfaces [15] . Smooth mechanical contacts correspond to lubricated interface conditions. The smooth mechanical contacts conditions were used in [15, 18] for piezoelectric layered structures.
Electrically shorted interfaces with continuous elastic displacements , tractions, magnetic potential and magnetic induction
Suppose that at each point 
x y t d y t y t d y t u y t u d y t y t d y t B y t B d y t
Here and hereafter
  exp ikd  
, k is the Floquet wave number.
Substituting solutions (11) into the Bloch-Floquet quasi-periodicity conditions and imperfect interface contact conditions (12 ) we come to the homogenous set of six simultaneous equations with respect to the unknown amplitudes j A .The dispersion equation can be obtained by equating the determinants of the simultaneous sets of equations to zero, yielding
Here and hereafter the following notations are valid
where e K is the electro-mechanical coupling coefficient, K  is the magneto-mechanical coupling coefficient.
Electromagnetically closed interfaces with continuous elastic displacements and tractions
Let suppose now that at each point , 0, 1, 2..... x nd n     there are electromagnetically shorted interfaces where the tangential component of electric field vector, tangent component of magnetic field vector have vanished , while normal components of electric displacement and magnetic induction vectors undergo a discontinuity. In this case the boundary conditions can be written as 
The following dispersion equation corresponds to these conditions:
Kp dp dq K q dq dp F p Kp dq K q dp 
The dispersion equation corresponding to these boundary conditions is the following
K q dp dq Kp dq dp F p K q dq Kp dp
Discussions and numerical results
The dispersion equations (13, 15, 17 ) defining ranges of frequencies associated with waves that can propagate in MEE solid (pass bands), alternated with ranges of frequencies corresponding to waves that cannot be transmitted (stop or band gaps). (17 ) we have     cos cosh dk dp  , which means that the periodic structure does not allow propagation of elastic wave as was expected.
Let us now examine the behavior of the functions       
Conclusions
Based on quasi static approximation of Maxwell electrodynamics equations shear wave propagation in MEE homogeneous solid is studied . The well known Floquet quasiperiodicity boundary conditions are taken into consideration. Dispersion relations are derived for three kinds of imperfect contacts: electrically shorted, electromagnetically closed, sliding mechanical (lubricated) contacts. For MEE crystal 3 2 4 BaTiO -CoFe O the numerical analysis of dispersion equations determining the Floquet waves is carried out. The Floquet wave frequency pass and gap band structures are studied in conformity with contact conditions. The numerical results estimating effects of transmission conditions and piezo effects are presented. The results show that for periodically arranged electrically shorted or electromagnetically closed interfaces the possibility of frequency band gap is conditioned by piezo effect. It is also shown that periodically arranged mechanically sliding interfaces may admit shear wave transmission/ pass, which simply do not exist without a piezo effect.
